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Dean’s Scholars Francine Wien, left, and Alfred Frankowski attended 
the Honors Convocation on Friday evening in the Event Center. Wien 
studies humanities, and Frankowski is a student in philosophy.
Carien Veldpape / Daily Staff
Fame
‘Fortune’
By Nami Yasue
Daily Staff Writer
Thousands of San Jose State Uni-
versity students, their families and 
friends, and SJSU faculty members 
celebrated high GPAs at the Honors 
Convocation at the Event Center on 
Friday night.
The Honors Convocation is 
a ceremony held to honor SJSU 
students with outstanding academic 
achievement. It was fi rst initiated in 
1962 to recognize and encourage the 
outstanding academic achievement 
of three honor societies, Phi Kappa 
Phi, Sigma Xi and the Phi Beta 
Kappa Faculty Club, according to 
the brochure on the convocation.
An invitation letter was sent to 
each recipient of the prestigious 
President’s Scholars award and the 
Dean’s Scholars award, said Lavonne 
Simpson, a special events coordinator 
for the offi ce of the provost.
President’s Scholars recognition 
is given to undergraduate students 
with a 4.0 GPA, and Dean’s Scholars 
awards are given to undergraduate 
students with a 3.65 or higher over 
two continuous semesters of the 
three semesters prior to the Honors 
Convocation, said Provost and Vice 
President for Academic Affairs 
Marshall Goodman.
There are more recipients this 
Correction
In an article and photo cap-
tion appearing on the front page 
of Friday’s Spartan Daily under 
the headline “Sorority gets pied 
for good cause,” the following 
errors were made: 
• A-O-Pie in the Face, the 
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority’s 
fund-raiser to benefi t juvenile 
arthritis research, was misidenti-
fi ed as “A O Pie-Your-Face.”
• The Alpha Omicron Pi 
chapter’s philanthropy chair, 
Andrea Rogers, was misidenti-
fi ed as Andrea Roberts. 
• The student pictured, 
Emily Molino, was misidenti-
fi ed in the photo caption as 
Beth Smith.
The Spartan Daily regrets 
any confusion caused by these 
errors.
By Mari Sapina-Kerhove
Daily Staff Writer
Returning from a 10-day trip to 
Argentina, 18 Latino and Jewish 
college students from Santa Clara 
County said they had the opportunity 
to broaden their horizons and discover 
they have much more in common 
culturally than they thought.
“We’ve learned a lot about each 
other,” said Nathania Frishman, a 
psychology major and one of the 
seven San Jose State University 
students to journey to Buenos Aires 
from March 26 to April 4.
The trip was part of Puente, a 
broad-scale social action program 
designed by Hillel of Silicon Valley 
and the Greater San Jose Hispanic 
Chamber of Commerce. The object 
was to build on relationships between 
young-adult Jews and Latinos.
“The whole concept of our 
program is building bridges between 
these two communities,” said Sharon 
Papo, the Puente program coordina-
tor at Hillel.
“(The trip) was an amazing op-
portunity for the students to see the 
relationships between Jews and the 
Latino community (and to) connect,” 
she said. 
According to Papo, the Puente fel-
lows were in close contact with Hillel 
Argentina during their stay in Buenos 
Aires, while staying with Jewish host 
families.
Papo said one of the main goals 
during the 10-day stay was for the 
American students to work on 
various community projects and learn 
social activism from local community 
leaders, who play a crucial role in a 
country where almost half the popu-
lation lives below the poverty line.
Some of the projects included 
painting a synagogue, painting a 
school building and working with 
school children, the coordinator said.
Alma Aquina, a junior political 
By Daniel DeBolt
Daily Staff Writer
With little more than a month 
left in the school year, some San 
Jose State University students are 
criticizing the Associated Students’ 
last-minute scramble to have a 
“special election” on fee increases.
The $12 fee increase would give 
$6 to the Child Development Center 
and $6 to Campus Recreation, two 
A.S. programs.
Two things are making this 
election more diffi cult than previous 
elections — there is less time to 
prepare, and those who managed 
the general election in March have 
refused to take part in the workload 
of orchestrating the upcoming May 
11 and 12 balloting.
For this reason, Annie Sayo, a 
senior social science major, said she 
was concerned.
“This is part of a series of last-
minute discussions,” she said. “If it 
was a one-time situation, that would 
be understandable.”
Erika Jackson, a senior anthro-
pology and behavioral sciences 
major, said that announcing the fee 
referendum right before spring 
break did not give enough time for 
fair consideration of something that 
directly affects students.
Sayo agreed, saying, “It shows 
that they didn’t prioritize including 
the entire student body.”
“There (are) always going to be 
some students that don’t need the 
money or services and some who do,” 
Jackson said.
Jackson speculated the fee 
increase was deliberately delayed, “so 
it wouldn’t be an issue in the general 
election.”
By Claudia Plascencia
Daily Staff Writer
SAN FRANCISCO — Last 
month, the bright yellow “Wheel-
mobile” drove onto the San Jose State 
University campus in search of poten-
tial contestants for the long-running 
game show “Wheel of Fortune.”
Out of the several dozen SJSU 
students who tried out in public 
by the University House on the 
Wheelmobile’s stage, three were 
chosen to be contestants on “Wheel of 
Fortune’s” college week, taped Sunday 
in San Francisco.
Andrea Schulz, a freshman com-
munications major, and Jacqueline Sue 
Yurek, a junior child and adolescent 
development major, are two of the 
three Spartans to test their vocabu-
lary wits at the Moscone Center 
event. The third contestant, Chun-Yin 
Yu, declined to be interviewed.
The shows will air the week of 
May 17.
Schulz played in the fi rst of fi ve 
shows taped that day, where she 
was up against contestants from the 
University of California, Berkeley and 
Stanford University.
ABOVE: Host Pat Sajak gives a word of encouragement to Chun-Yin Yu, from San Jose State University, and 
Kathryn Cantrell from the University of San Francisco. Yu was one of three SJSU students to compete in the 
college week “Wheel of Fortune” competition, taped Sunday in San Francisco.  
Photos by Angela Goodman / Special to the Daily
LEFT: SJSU student Andrea Schulz, left, and Leah Bellshaw from UC Berkeley watch as “Wheel of Fortune” 
host Pat Sajak chats with contestant Ryan Bickerstaff of Stanford University.
‘It’s a new, exciting experience I can carry for the rest of 
my life ... ’  Andrea Schulz, SJSU student
CHUN-YIN YU
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Popular game show tapes college week episodes in San Francisco 
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I’ve recently found out I have a condition called sleep 
apnea. Some friends think it’s the cause of my insanely 
loud snoring.
HNNNNNNKKKRRrrrrrrhhhh … krrrh… <wait 20 
seconds> <gag> <cough> HNNNNKKKRRrrrrhhh … 
hnnnnnNNNKRRRRHHH …
I’ve been told the worst part is its inconsistency.
Sleep apnea occurs when your breathing passage is 
obstructed at night. A person with it can unconsciously 
“wake up” hundreds of times a night as their body struggles 
for air. That’s what the gagging sound is. Normal REM 
sleep, the stage at night when you dream, is interrupted, 
and so that person never becomes fully rested.
At worst, it’s fatal. You could fail to wake up after your 
airway becomes blocked. At best, it knocks off a good 15 
years of your life because of the excess strain on your heart. 
There’s no cure, only treatment.
I decided to try and get something done about it.
After a sleep study, the doctors determined I had 
moderate case of sleep apnea and sent me to a respiratory 
care offi ce.
The other patients shuffl ed into the room, some on 
canes, others on walkers. One man brought his oxygen 
tank with him. I felt really uneasy and out of place. I was 
the only person in the room under the age of 40.
“We’re going to show a video, and then I’m going to 
help you put on your breathing aid,” the nurse said.
The promotional video came on. It showed a young, 
loving husband and wife out in the garden, enjoying the 
fresh air. The man thanked the doctors and the compressed 
air machine for his newfound vitality. Sleep apnea is treated 
by pumping air down the breathing passageways to keep 
them open.
“Now I have more energy than ever to do 
the things I want. I haven’t been gardening 
since I fi rst got married. Now you can’t keep 
me from going outside.”
Back in the room, I heard a labored wheeze 
from the elderly man sitting next to me, his 
oxygen tank by his side.
“Sleep apnea is common amongst over-
weight men over 30,” the video said.
Damn. I’m not even 25 yet.
After the video was over, I asked the nurse 
what caused sleep apnea.
“Well, things can contribute to it, like 
smoking, drinking, drugs, stress, obesity.”
Damn, right down the line. Well, maybe 
not the drugs.
“It doesn’t look very comfortable,” a large Hispanic 
woman across from me said, as she fi ddled with the com-
pressed air machine. Everybody was worried about what 
they were going to be hooked up to tonight.
“The thing I’d like to stress,” the nurse said, “give it a 
chance. It’s going to take some adjusting to.”
She wasn’t kidding.
That night, I struggled with the mask. I’m used to 
breathing through my mouth. As I tried, I gagged on the 
compressed air rushing out. It was like breathing with a 
warm sock stuffed into my face.
All night, I slept in fi ts. I would wake up and force 
myself to count breaths in order to calm 
down.
Finally in the middle of the night, I 
tore the thing off. I sat up in my darkened 
bedroom, on the verge of tears. What am 
I doing, I kept thinking. How did it come 
to this?
You don’t think about what permanent 
disability means until it hits you. I wonder 
if this is what the 19-year-old vets coming 
back from Iraq — minus their legs — are 
thinking.
“I’m too young for this.”
The nurse told me in most cases, the 
sleep apnea can be eased. Just lose some 
weight. Well, ask anybody with some kind 
of a problem, be it weight, drugs, smoking. If quitting was 
that easy, we would have all done it long ago. Lifestyle 
changes are hard for that reason. You have to change 
everything.
Between being healthy and being dead is the struggle to 
stay alive. I used to joke to my friends, “Life is fatal.”
It’s one thing to joke. It’s another thing when you have to 
stare at your future through a piece of medical machinery. 
It’s like a person with diabetes, or someone going through 
chemotherapy. If you want to live, you have to pay.
A friend of mine congratulated me on attempting 
to deal with my problem. “At least you’re trying. I know 
people who were dying of heart disease, and they kept on 
eating cheeseburgers and steaks every day.”
True. But I see now why they choose to do otherwise. 
What kind of life would their alternative be? Give up your 
favorite food? Give up being able to play outside? Give up 
being able to sleep without a hose on your face? You would 
have to give up the very things that you enjoyed about life, 
just so you can “live.” I might as well take my chances.
There’s no ending to this story yet. It’s only been a 
week since I got my breathing aid. Tonight, I will go to 
bed, push the “on” button and try to make it work for me. 
Maybe it’ll pay off, and I will actually feel rested. Maybe 
I’ll lose enough weight to not need the machine. Until 
then, this is just something I’m going to have to deal with.
I have the utmost respect for those who are willing to 
fi ght with every ounce of strength for their lives.
Giving up to die is easy. Doing whatever it takes to live 
is truly hard.
JaShong King is the Spartan Daily picture editor.
“Full Frame” appears every Monday.
A night’s rest — something worth fighting for?
I moved back to California in 1996 after living on Fifth 
Avenue for a year. You could say I’m not a New York kind of 
guy. You see, I was over at New York University, bobbing up 
and down in a sea of cutthroats and ravers, fashion junkies 
and extravagant weekend clubbers, up-and-coming celebri-
ties and future corner-offi ce gurus. That’s how it seemed at 
the time, when I was 18.
Everyone at NYU was there to “make it or break it” 
in New York City. They had “arrived.” It was this place of 
immense sophistication and wealth, glimmering gold cards, 
wardrobes galore. Not a jeans school. Palo Alto Recreation 
Department T-shirts didn’t fi t in.
So I moved to Santa Cruz. That’s where 
some friends of mine were. One was attend-
ing the University of California at Santa 
Cruz, and one was working. We had known 
each other in high school in Palo Alto, and 
we had played in a garage band before college. 
New York was supposed to be a place where 
I could fi nd new band mates, but it didn’t 
pan out. I didn’t know much about Santa 
Cruz, but I decided to take a chance. It had 
a certain mystique, an aura, a mythology, a 
Mystery Spot. Redwoods. Beaches. Hippies. 
Burritos, thrift stores, natural food stores, 
Brazilian cuisine, you name it. Everything in 
New York was a hundred miles an hour. Santa 
Cruz looked like a lazy Sunday. So I fi lled out the papers 
and transferred.
My fi rst year was a transition year, meeting new people 
in a dorm, folks I would know for a few months and then 
never talk to again. The usual setting up. Then I moved off 
campus. Nothing like that initial surge of independence. 
I started meeting new people again, not just those who 
lived fi ve feet away from me. It was easy to fi gure out that 
Santa Cruz was a good place to live. Everyone there loved 
it. It was a bubble. The one thing people there have in com-
mon is they look down on all other cities. And they should. 
I guess it’s a lot like New York in that regard. People have 
an ego about living there. Not in a bad way, but in a fun way. 
Local pride runs deep. 
The beach was always a bike ride away. Barbecues 
started happening in April and lasted until September. I 
played disc golf for the fi rst time. I hung around in cool 
coffee shops, scoffi ng at those back home who preferred 
Starbucks. I started playing in a band that was good and 
discovered Santa Cruz’s nuanced underground rock scene. 
It was a town where anyone could start a band. There 
weren’t too many places to gig, but there were always punk 
houses to play at. The living room scene was huge.
I graduated from UCSC in 1998. I didn’t want to leave, 
so I stuck around and got a job. I didn’t want the bubble 
to burst. For a while, I had it made. My job 
wasn’t much, but it paid the bills. My house 
wasn’t much, but it didn’t leak. I had a great 
circle of friends and could jog to the beach. 
But rent was atrocious. The dot-com boom 
was having a staggering effect on the local 
economy, and landlords took notice.
The fi rst ramshackle bungalow I rented 
with a friend cost $750 a month. It was close 
to downtown, the beach and all major bus 
lines. I’m sure it fetches way over $1,000 
now.
All of a sudden it was getting hard to 
work laid-back jobs and simply enjoy living 
in a wonderful place. Just to rent a room 
meant you had to have a full-time job. No 
more leisurely lifestyle. Reality was seeping into the last 
holdout of 1970s suburban socialism, or whatever you want 
to call it. A sea change was afoot.
I don’t live there anymore. I moved out 18 months ago, 
when I started grad school here in San Jose. I visit Santa 
Cruz often to see friends, but I have to admit I can’t see 
myself living there again, as much as I’d like to go back to 
the simple life I once enjoyed. But at least I didn’t leave 
under the same circumstances as I did in Manhattan. The 
beach gamble paid off, and I feel the grad school one will, 
too.
Tony Burchyns is the Spartan Daily managing editor.
“Is It Friday Yet?” appears every Monday.
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IS IT FRIDAY YET?
TODAY
Gay Lesbian Bisexual Transgender Allies
“Day of Silence” pre-awareness barbecue will take 
place from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the Paseo de 
Cesar Chavez barbecue pits. For more information, 
call Anne at 924-6500.
School of Art and Design
Art exhibitions featuring student galleries will be 
on display from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and 
Industrial Studies buildings. For more information, 
call 924-4330.
Gay Lesbian Bisexual Transgender Allies
A “Day  of Silence” informational table will be locat-
ed at the Paseo de Cesar Chavez barbecue pits from 
10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information, call 
Anne at 924-6500.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass is offered at the SJSU Catholic Campus 
Ministry chapel located on the corner of Tenth and 
San Carlos streets at 12:10 p.m. For more informa-
tion, call Sister Marcia Krause at 938-1610.
Pride of the Pacific Islands
Weekly Polynesian dance practice will take place 
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. in SPX 75. For more infor-
mation, call 924-2221.
TUESDAY
Gay Lesbian Bisexual Transgender Allies
A “Day  of Silence” informational table will be locat-
ed in front of the Student Union from 9 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. For more information, call Anne at 924-
6500.
School of Art and Design
Art exhibitions featuring student galleries will be 
on display from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and 
Industrial Studies buildings. For more information, 
call 924-4330.
Career Center
Pulte Homes and Rhino Security Services will host 
employer tables in the Student Union from 10 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. For additional information, visit the Career 
Center Web site at http://www.careercenter.sjsu.edu
Department of Nutrition and Food Science
Body fat testing using cutting-edge analyzer will 
be held every Tuesday from 10 a.m. to noon or by 
appointment in the Central Classroom building, 
room 221. Cost is $5 per student. For more 
information, call Sherry at 924-3362. 
School of Music
“The Listening Hour” concert series will take place 
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the Music building 
Concert Hall. This week’s performance will feature 
the chamber music class of pianist Sharon Brook 
and the guitar studio of Rick Vandivier. For more 
information, call Joan Stubbe at 924-4649
School of Art and Design
Islamic Awareness Week will take place all week at 
3 p.m. in the Costanoan room in the Student 
Union. For more information, call 903-9827.
School of Art and Design
An open house for the new textile design studio 
will be held from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Industrial 
Studies building, room 219. For more information, 
call Merrilyn Henslee at (831) 685-1210.
School of Art and Design 
Masako Takahashi will speak on textile design from 
5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Art building. For more 
information, call Merrilyn Henslee at (831) 685-
1210.
School of Art and Design
Professor Consuelo Underwood will be available for 
information about the textile design program from 
4 p.m. to 5 p.m. For more information, call 
Merrilyn Henslee at (831) 685-1210.
Communications Department
An Internet workshop will be held in DMH 356 
from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Pride of the Pacific Islands
A general meeting will take place from 5:30 
p.m. to 7 p.m. in the Costanoan room in the 
Student Union. For more information, e-mail 
nisalex88@aol.com
Global Conversations
Italy, the E.U. and U.S. Relations Conference will 
take place at 6:30 p.m. in the Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr. Joint Library room 255. For more informa-
tion, call Dr. Harris at 924-5550.
WEDNESDAY
School of Art and Design
Art exhibitions featuring student galleries will be 
on display from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and 
Industrial Studies buildings. For more information, 
call 924-4330.
Women’s Resource Center
“Wear Jeans to Work Day.” Raise awareness about 
sexual assault by wearing jeans to work. For more 
information, call 924-6500.
Gay Lesbian Bisexual Transgender Allies
A “Day  of Silence” informational table will be locat-
ed in front of the Student Union from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. For more information, call Anne at 924-
6500.
SJSU College Republicans
A meeting will take place at 1:30 p.m. in the 
Almaden room of the Student Union. For more 
information, e-mail alex@alexvassar.com
Gay Lesbian Bisexual Transgender Allies
“Breaking the Silence” and candle vigil will take 
place at 6:30 p.m. at the fountain between the Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library and Tower 
Hall. For more information, call Anne at 924-6500.
Sigma Pi
Sigma Pi is looking for bands to perform at “Sigma 
Pi Looza” which will take place April 30 from 
7 p.m. to 11 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium. For 
more information, call Roger Pries at 839-1485.
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon 
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in 
Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e-mailed to spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu titled “Sparta Guide.” 
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
Leaving New York for 
Santa Cruz wasn’t hard
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Calendar
Music
Beyonce, Alicia Keys and Missy 
Elliot are scheduled to per-
form 7 p.m. on Tuesday at the 
Oakland Arena. Tickets avail-
able at Ticketmaster.
Thalia will perform at 8 p.m. 
May 16 at the San Jose Center 
for Performing Arts. Ticket 
prices range from $45 to $75 
and are available through 
Ticketmaster.
Blink-182 and No Doubt will 
perform at 7 p.m. on June 19 
at the Shoreline Amphitheatre 
in Mountain View. Tickets 
are now on sale and available 
through Ticketmaster, starting 
at $48.75.
Kid Rock will perform at 8 
p.m. Friday at the HP Pavilion 
in San Jose. For tickets, call 
(408) 287-9200. Tickets are 
$35.
Mary J. Blige will perform 
at 6:30 p.m. on May 9 at 
the Chronicle Pavilion in 
Concord. Tickets range from 
$35.50 to $70 and are available 
at Ticketmaster.
Christina Aguilera will per-
form at 8 p.m. on May 18 at 
the Shoreline Amphitheatre 
in Mountain View. Tickets 
range from $32.50 to $65 
and are available through 
Ticketmaster.
The Philosophers,  a San 
Jose band, will perform at 
8 p.m. on May 24 at the 
Dining Commons at SJSU. 
For more information, go to 
www.thephilosphers.net.
Plays
“Hamlet,” by William 
Shakespeare, will be performed 
starting at 7 p.m. April 30 
at the University Theater on 
campus and will run through 
May 5. Tickets range from 
$10 to $15 and are available at 
the Event Center Box Office 
and at the door. For more 
information, contact (408) 
924-4551.
Comedy
Jim Witherspoon, who has 
performed on “The Late Show 
with David Letterman” and 
“The Tonight Show with 
Jay Leno,” will show off his 
comedic talent on April 22 
through 24 at the San Jose 
Improv Theatre, located at 
62 S. Second St. Shows start 
between 7 p.m. and 11:30 p.m. 
For more information, call 
(408) 280-7475.
By Mansur Mirovalev
Daily Staff Writer
Two muscular and almost skin-
headed guys in similar gym gear 
fi nished their performance with a 
song titled “Hit Me Vindy One More 
Time.” They meant Vin Diesel, an 
action hero of blockbusters like “The 
Fast and the Furious” and “Knock-
around Guys,” and they were neither 
mental nor gay.
“Our ‘vinacular’ songs are dedicated 
solely to Vin,” said Surge O’Power, the 
guitarist of “The Vin Diesels.”
The audience that gathered at the 
open mic night at Ireland’s 32 Bar in 
San Francisco Wednesday responded 
to the duo’s music with ecstatic yells.
“From what I’ve seen, they rock,” 
said Greg Rodriquez, an agitated 
young man at the bar counter. “I think 
they are very unique, very individual.”
To get an idea of what the 
Vin Diesels sound like, imagine 
Nirvana unplugged in the format of 
“More Than Words,” a 1990 hit by 
hard-rock band Extreme played only 
by a singer and guitarist.
“They put on a good performance, 
and I really like the guitar solos,” said 
Lindsey Grenawalt, another member 
of the audience. “It’s a Vin tribute 
band, and you can’t get better than 
that.”
O’Power and vocalist Dr. Shock 
said they have been writing and play-
ing “vinspired” songs since October. 
They said they dream of becoming 
personal minstrels and biographers 
of “His Vinliness,” and their ultimate 
desire is to kill Vin on stage.
Titles of other songs written by 
them are self-explanatory: “This 
Guy Has No Hair,” “I Know This 
Guy Named Vin” and “I Wish I Was 
Vindy.”
Dr. Shock, whose daytime occupa-
tion is a job with a wine-importing 
business, said his only musical experi-
ence prior to becoming the singer of 
the Vin Diesels was fi ve years in the St. 
Mark Boys’ Choir in Peterson, Minn.
“Without Vin, we’d be nothing, 
just like average guys walking down 
the street,” he said. “Moreover, since 
I discovered Vin, I gained about 25 
pounds of muscle.”
O’Power said he has played guitar 
since the age of 10, but he never con-
sidered himself a musician until he saw 
Diesel’s movies. In real life, O’Power 
studies at San Jose State University 
and earns his living as a bartender.
Twenty minutes later, O’Power 
went back on stage and proved that he 
could play some real blues. He backed 
up a middle-aged amateur singer, who 
proclaimed himself the future star of 
blues.
Meanwhile the band manager, who 
introduced himself as Crack’n’Bones, 
shared his ideas about the band’s credo 
and plans.
“One of our missions is to prove 
how great Vin is,” Crack said.He 
said he plans to design and launch 
a Web site for the band and start 
getting gigs for the band in clubs.
“The Vin Diesels are here to 
expose us to our own hypocrisy,” said 
another band supporter, Douglas 
Connor. 
“Look at this so-called blues 
singer. He is a joke.
“I’d rather listen to these guys 
who know who they are. They pick 
something, and they make art out of 
it,” he said.
By Mari Sapina-Kerkhove
Daily Staff Writer
An eggbeater, a toaster oven and an iron 
have more to offer than their services as dull 
household gadgets — they eventually become 
works of art and make statements on current 
societal issues such as consumerism, economic 
exploitation and violence.
Domestic Odyssey, an exhibit currently on 
display on the second fl oor of San Jose’s Museum 
of Art, shows just that.
In a sometimes wacky, sometimes more 
satiric approach, the 18 artists featured in the 
exhibit express personal experiences and societal 
concerns with their highly imaginative use of 
ordinary household items.
The visual highlight of the show is Los 
Angeles artist Lisa Norton’s fully equipped, life-
size 1950s kitchen, made entirely from millions 
of tiny beads. 
The artwork’s cutesy perfection and vibrant 
colors exude a magnetism that most visitors fi nd 
hard to escape.
“It really draws your attention. It’s the fi rst 
thing we saw when we walked into this room,” 
said Aurora Moreno, a San Jose State University 
design studies major who visited the exhibit with 
her mother on April 9.
The artwork’s strength is its richness in detail 
— ranging from the running water and dishes in 
the sink, to a shopping list on the refrigerator and 
a fully set breakfast table, and right down to the 
trash in the dustpan.
But precisely those details also reveal the sad 
irony behind this kitchen’s fl awless beauty — a 
picture-perfect cherry pie coming fresh out of the 
oven and an Emily Dickinson poem written on 
the side of the kitchen counter, “She rose to his 
requirement, dropped the playthings of her life, 
to take the honorable role of woman and wife.”
According to one of the exhibit’s placards, 
“(The kitchen) expresses all the perishable 
creativity, sadness and strength inherent in the 
traditional role of a stay-at-home mother and 
wife.”
While Norton’s kitchen catches visitors’ 
attention with its bright, cheerful colors, Carlee 
Fernandez’ surreal animal objects, such as the 
Blackbelly Barbados Sheep laundry basket or the 
rhino ladder, strike an entirely different nerve. 
Made from left-behind taxidermic animals, 
the artist’s creatures, rather than being “cute,” 
make an eerie statement on today’s reckless 
consumerism.
Museum visitor Andrew Field said the 
animals were his favorite pieces in the exhibit.
“They seem to make a pretty strong statement 
on the destruction of life by modern people,” he 
said.
The “unadultered lust for consumerism 
frenzy,” as explained on a placard, is also the 
main message behind San Francisco artist Brian 
Goggin’s gigantic, red Naugahyde sofa, which 
— looking more like a monstrous caterpillar than 
an actual sofa — is about to devour a chair.
Suspended in the main entrance area, 
Goggin’s piece is undeniably one of the exhibit’s 
most enthralling eye-catchers.
While some of the artists tackle modern 
problems related to greed and consumerism, 
others address the role of labor — at home and in 
factories — in various cultural contexts.
A series of photographs by Iranian artist 
Shadi Ghadirian, for example, challenges com-
mon perceptions of Muslim women in society. By 
replacing their actual faces with various objects 
such as an iron, a broom or a meat cleaver, the 
photographs characterize the women as “symbolic 
facades” rather than their true personalities.
On a similar cultural and political note, New 
Jersey artist Willie Cole makes comments on the 
role of sweatshops and mass production with his 
armchair entirely made of high-heeled shoes.
According to the exhibit, the chair also 
symbolizes the importance of the shoe industry 
in the Filipino economy, as it makes references 
to former First Lady Imelda Marcos’ obsession 
with shoes.
Another section in the exhibit deals with 
domesticity and violence. In a 10-minute video 
that is more comical than shocking, Los Angeles 
artist Tulsa Kinney shows how “nurturing” kitch-
ens can just as easily become the center stage for 
confl ict and domestic violence.
Israeli artist Yoram Wolberger, on the other 
hand, strives to chip away at domestic comfort by 
methodically slicing apart familiar objects such as 
a coffee table and a refrigerator.
According to the museum’s senior curator, 
JoAnne Northrup, male artists such as Willie 
Cole and Brian Goggin are representatives for a 
recent change in art created by domestic objects.
“I fi nd it very interesting that gender roles 
have shifted and that half of the artists (in the 
exhibit) are men,” she said.
Northrup said today’s artists use household 
objects more as “a symbol for whatever is of 
importance to them and the world that surrounds 
them.”
The statements made in “Domestic Odyssey” 
are as diverse as the artists who make them.
One thing they all have in common, though, is 
their witty, humorous approach to serious issues.
Carol Granger, a visitor from England, said that 
sometimes it is more effective to approach serious 
subjects in a playful, rather than somber, way.
“It gets people thinking,” she said. “I like 
this very much, the social commentary and the 
playfulness.”
It will be on display 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesdays 
through Sundays through July 3 at the San Jose 
Museum of Art and is defi nitely worth a visit.
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‘The Vin Diesels’ band is fun, 
individual and spunky
Domestic pains and gains on display 
By Daniel DeBolt
Daily Staff Writer
Fans of the Marvel comic “The 
Punisher” will not be disappointed by 
the new fi lm adaptation of it, which 
opened nationwide Friday.
Those familiar with the terribly 
cheesy Punisher movie of the 1980s 
will be excited to see a fi lm with a sto-
ryline, relatively developed characters 
and a Punisher who is a legitimate (for 
a comic hero) Robin Hood-style class 
warrior.
“The Punisher” is the story of Frank 
Castle, a government-agent-turned-
vigilante who is bent on avenging the 
brutal murder of his entire family. 
John Travolta plays Mr. Saint, the 
undoubtedly evil corporate gangster 
who has Castle’s family murdered. 
Castle is played by a very convincing 
Thomas Jane, a relatively unknown ac-
tor who, until now, had no reputation 
as an action hero.
This is a story concept that could 
easily have turned into another 
shoot’em-up, and some are calling 
it that, but that phrase doesn’t do 
it justice. There are plenty of bad 
lines and awkward moments, but 
most folks will accept them as part of 
this movie genre and enjoy the movie 
anyway.
The audience laughed, clapped 
and shouted in solidarity at the 
screen, watching the rare scenario of 
a corporate bad guy getting punished. 
In one of many imaginative scenes, 
Castle dumps Mr. Saint’s money onto 
a busy street.
The Punisher has no superpowers 
other than an inspiring nothing-to-
lose attitude.
The movie’s realistic nature (for a 
comic adaptation) adds credibility.
There were few, if any, computer 
effects.
Castle takes up residence in an 
old building on the wrong side of 
the tracks, where his neighbors call 
him part of their family. He helps one 
neighbor when her violently abusive 
boyfriend won’t leave her alone. His 
neighbors look up to him and return 
his favors later in the movie.
Castle buys a late ’60s primer-black 
Pontiac GTO (very fi tting) and starts 
hot-rodding it, with armor that pulls 
down over the windows being the only 
superhero-esque feature. His home 
is basically a gearhead’s dream, with 
tools on the walls and heavy equip-
ment making good props for certain 
scenes.
Castle isn’t the average action 
hero — he’s smarter. He fi nds the 
weaknesses of Mr. Saint, such as his 
possessiveness over his wife, and uses 
it against him.
Fortunately, the movie isn’t blood-
bath after mind-numbing bloodbath, 
so more time can be spent getting to 
know, and like, Castle. 
When Castle fi rst goes into Mr. 
Saint’s building, he starts knocking 
people unconscious instead of shoot-
ing them.
Dark humor was carefully woven 
into the script, providing much-
needed comic relief for this movie.
The movie has opened with many 
bad reviews but relatively high box-
offi ce revenues ($5.2 million Friday), 
considering its competition with “Kill 
Bill, Vol. 2,” “Hellboy” and “Walking 
Tall.”
One can never underestimate the 
infl uence of class dynamics in the 
appeal of a fi lm like this. 
The joy of watching Mr. Saint get 
his due outweighs what critics have to 
say about excessive violence.
Andrew Hendershot / Daily Staff
Kimberly Hirose, a junior at Archbishop Mitty High School in San Jose, admires the art of 
Carlee Fernandez at the San Jose Museum of Art.  The piece, titled “Friends (advertisement),” 
is part of an exhibit titled “Domestic Odyssey,” which runs through July.   
Superhero movie remake better than original 
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By Erik Lacayo
Daily Staff Writer
In a battle of Arena Football 
League titans, it was a former Spartan 
who snatched victory from the hands 
of the Chicago Rush in the San Jose 
SaberCats’ 51-43 win Friday night at 
the HP Pavilion.
In the fourth quarter, with the 
Rush leading 43-37, Chicago quarter-
back Raymond Philyaw went back to 
pass, looking to put the game away. He 
threw for the end zone, but SaberCats 
defensive back Omarr Smith, a San 
Jose State University alumnus, came 
up with an interception at the goal 
line.
Smith said he looked at the Chicago 
receiver’s eyes when Philyaw began to 
scramble. When the receiver’s eyes got 
big, Smith said he turned around and 
found the ball in the air.
The interception setup a drive that 
concluded with a game-tying 4-yard 
touchdown run by San Jose fullback 
Brian Johnson. The extra point by 
kicker Dan Frantz gave San Jose a 
1-point lead and the victory.
With the win, San Jose improves 
its record to 8-2 while Chicago drops 
to 7-3. The SaberCats sit atop the 
AFL standings with six games left in 
the regular season.
“It was defi nitely a playoff-type 
game for us,” Smith said. “They were 
on a roll coming in here.”
In the fi rst quarter, San Jose found 
itself in a 14-point hole. Chicago 
capped the opening drive of the game 
with a 14-yard touchdown pass to 
receiver Jeremy McDaniel. Chicago 
then got the ball back when San Jose 
receiver James Hundon fumbled on 
the kickoff. The San Jose mistake led 
to an 11-yard McDaniel touchdown 
catch.
San Jose was able to get back in the 
game with quarterback Mark Grieb 
throwing fi ve touchdown passes, three 
to receiver James Roe and two more to 
Hundon.
In the fourth quarter, trailing by six, 
Grieb went down the length of the 50-
yard indoor carpet in just one play. He 
hit a diving Hundon with a 45-yard 
strike down the sideline, and Hundon 
was ruled down at the 1-yard line.
Hundon was shaken up on the 
play and had to be helped off the fi eld. 
After the game, San Jose head coach 
Darren Arbet said Hundon suffered a 
concussion but would be OK.
On the 1-yard line, San Jose 
tried to run it in twice with Rashied 
Davis, another SJSU alumnus. He 
was stuffed by the Chicago defense on 
his fi rst try and then turned the ball 
over to Chicago with a fumble on his 
second run.
It was on the next drive that Smith 
made his interception that sparked the 
San Jose comeback.
“That was humongous,” Davis said 
about his fellow Spartan’s interception. 
“He bailed me out.”
After San Jose took its fi rst lead 
of the game on Johnson’s touchdown 
run, coach Arbet made a decision 
that might only be seen in the Arena 
league.
With a 1-point lead, San Jose 
went for an onside kick to make sure 
Chicago would not have a chance to 
retake the lead with less than a minute 
left in the game. The gamble paid off 
as Frantz recovered his own kick for 
the SaberCats.
San Jose put the game away with 
a 21-yard touchdown run by Barry 
Wagner to make the fi nal score 51-43.
“We started out slow,” Roe said. 
“We don’t want to start out like that, 
but we know we have the confi dence 
to come back.”
As the SaberCats enter the stretch 
drive and march toward the playoffs, 
they know they cannot count on 
game-saving interceptions and onside 
kicks.
“We need to start faster than we 
have been,” Davis said “We have to 
play the fi rst half like we play the 
second half.”
During the game, several SaberCats 
hit milestones. Grieb threw the 300th 
touchdown in his SaberCats career, 
and Smith’s interception was the 20th 
in his career. 
On Hundon’s 45-yard reception, he 
became the all-time leader in receiving 
yards in SaberCats history.
The SaberCats will next head to 
Georgia to play the Force at noon 
EDT on Sunday at the Arena at 
Gwinnett Center.
Josh Sturgis / Special to the Daily 
Chicago quarterback Raymond Philyaw throws a pass as San Jose SaberCats linebacker Matt Kinsinger rushes 
in during Fridays game at HP Pavilion.  The SaberCats beat the Chicago Rush 51-43.
Last-minute rally lifts SaberCats 
to victory over Chicago, 51-43
Daily Staff Report
The San Jose State University 
baseball team traveled to Houston this 
weekend for a three-game series 
against defending national champions 
Rice University, losing 6-2, 1-0 and 
5-3. 
SJSU fell to 0-6 against the Owls 
this season. The Spartans are 16-21 
overall and 6-12 in the Western 
Athletic Conference. 
Rice starting pitcher Josh Baker 
threw the fi rst complete game of his 
career Sunday, completing the three-
game sweep, despite allowing the 
Spartans to take their fi rst lead of the 
series in the fi fth inning.
SJSU jumped out to a 3-0 lead in 
the top of the fi fth inning, getting its 
fi rst run without the benefi t of getting 
a hit. Two errors by the Owls and a hit 
batter allowed the Spartans to load 
the bases for third baseman Kevin 
Frandsen’s sacrifi ce bunt.
Shortstop Anthony Contreras got 
the Spartans’ fi rst hit of the game, a 
two-run double to left fi eld.
The Owls cut the lead to 3-2 with 
one out in the fi fth and then took the 
lead for good later that inning when 
designated hitter Matt Ueckert cleared 
the bases with a three-run double off 
Spartan starting pitcher Matt Durkin.
On Saturday, Spartan pitcher Bran-
don Dewing and Owls pitcher Wade 
Townsend engaged in a pitchers’ duel 
in game two, exchanging zeros on the 
scoreboard for the fi rst eight innings. 
Rice scored an unearned run in the 
bottom of the ninth to steal the 1-0 
win. Dewing gave up only fi ve hits for 
the game, while Townsend limited the 
Spartans to two hits. 
Rice took game one behind pitcher 
Philip Humber, who allowed fi ve hits 
and struck out eight. Both Spartan 
runs were unearned. 
SJSU returns home this week to 
face the University of Nevada-Reno 
in a three-game series beginning 7 
p.m. Friday at Municipal Stadium. The 
series continues Saturday and Sunday 
with both games scheduled for a 1 p.m. 
start time.
Water polo defeats UCSB
Fresh off its exhibition game 
against the U.S. Olympic team, the 
Spartan water polo team traveled to 
Santa Barbara and left with a 6-4 
victory over the Gauchos. 
Laura Scott led the way for SJSU, 
scoring two goals in the fi rst half. 
The Spartans improved to 14-14 
overall. They will fi nish their regular 
season at home against Stanford at 4 
p.m. Friday at the Aquatic Center.
Men’s golf fi nishes 11th 
at U.S. Intercollegiate
The Spartan men’s golf team fi n-
ished its regular season this weekend 
at Stanford for the U.S. Intercollegiate 
tournament. 
The Spartans placed 11th out of 19 
teams, fi nishing with a total team score 
of 893 strokes. 
UCLA won the event with a score 
of 838 strokes. 
Spartan golfer Bryant Reyes led 
SJSU, tying for 24th overall with a 
5-over-par score of 218. 
Spartan baseball swept by 
Rice in three-game series
ROUNDUP
SPARTAN
Associated Press
ANAHEIM — The Anaheim 
Angels knew they were in for a tough 
series against the Oakland Athletics 
when they learned they were going to 
face Tim Hudson, Mark Mulder and 
Barry Zito.
Zito pitched six solid innings on 
Sunday night, leading the Athletics to 
a 7-1 victory over the Angels. It was 
the sixth time that Anaheim faced 
Oakland’s “big three” pitchers in the 
same series and the fi rst since Sept. 
17-19, 2002, when the A’s also took 
two of three.
“All three of those guys are big-game 
pitchers and they’re defi nitely part of 
an elite class,” Angels manager Mike 
Scioscia said. “That’s why Oakland 
has been so strong for so long and will 
continue to be.”
In the series opener Friday, Tim 
Hudson beat Bartolo Colon 3-0 with 
7 1-3 innings of six-hit ball. Mark 
Mulder lost a 6-3 decision to Jarrod 
Washburn on Saturday.
“When we get three of those guys 
pitching in a series, you know you’re 
going to get at least two out of three 
quality starts — if not three,” said 
rookie Bobby Crosby, who homered 
and drove in three runs. “As long as we 
swing the bat a little bit and play some 
defense, we’re looking pretty good.”
Cy Young winner Zito, Hudson 
and Mulder are a combined 25-14 
with a 3.48 ERA in 48 starts against 
Anaheim.
“We’ve been dealing with a strong 
AL West ever since we started here in 
Oakland,” Zito said. “The Angels are so 
good, you have to bear down and play 
your best baseball when you play them. 
I was trying to bear down with guys 
in scoring position and I made pitches 
when I had to.”
Eight-year NL veteran Vladimir 
Guerrero was 1-for-12 in his fi rst series 
against Oakland with three strikeouts, 
and did not hit a groundball in the 
three games. His only hit was a two-run 
homer off Mulder.
“We elevated the ball on him, for 
the most part. That’s a popup waiting 
to happen if you make the pitch on the 
inner part of the plate, and we did,” 
catcher Damian Miller said. “That’s 
the one guy you really don’t want to let 
beat you.”
Zito (2-1) allowed a run and four 
hits over six innings, striking out four 
and walking one. The two-time All-Star 
stranded fi ve baserunners in the fi rst 
three innings before retiring the side 
in order for the fi rst time in the fourth. 
His biggest out came in the fi fth, when 
he struck out Garret Anderson for the 
third out with Oakland clinging to a 
2-1 lead.
“They had a lot of good at-bats 
against Barry and got his pitch count 
up high, but he made some big pitches 
to get out of some jams,” manager Ken 
Macha said.
Chris Hammond pitched the fi nal 
three innings of the fi ve-hitter for his 
fi rst save.
Kelvim Escobar (0-1) was charged 
with four runs and seven hits in 5 
2-3 innings and struck out seven. The 
right-hander, who signed a three-year, 
$18.75 million contract with the Angels 
after going 13-9 with a career-high 159 
strikeouts last year for Toronto, has 
allowed nine runs over 17 2-3 innings 
in his three starts.
“I feel good and I think I’m throwing 
the ball very well. I just think I need to 
get a few breaks and everything’s going 
to be fi ne,” Escobar said. “I threw a lot 
of good pitches today. But on the home 
run, I left it too much over the plate.”
Zito, who hit only six batters last 
season in 231 2-3 innings, plunked 
Darin Erstad and David Eckstein in 
the fi rst three innings. Eckstein was 
grazed on the back of the leg leading 
off the third, stole second and scored 
on a two-out single by Anderson that 
tied it 1-all.
Miller led off the A’s fourth with a 
double, advanced on Marco Scutaro’s 
infi eld hit and scored on a sacrifi ce fl y 
by Mark Kotsay to put Oakland ahead 
to stay.
Crosby chased Escobar in the 
sixth with a two-out drive to into the 
lower seats in the left-fi eld corner 
scoring Bobby Kielty, who avoided an 
inning-ending double play by beating 
Eckstein’s relay throw to fi rst. Crosby’s 
second homer extended the margin to 
4-1.
“I’m feeling more and more 
comfortable,” said Crosby, who struck 
out 15 times in his previous 41 at-bats. 
“That’s something that takes a little 
time. I haven’t seen any of these guys, 
so it takes a few at-bats. So as time goes 
on, I’ll be seeing these guys over and 
over and it’ll be easier.”
Scott Hatteberg opened the scoring 
with a two-out, run-scoring single in 
the fi rst. The Athletics put it away with 
three more runs in the seventh off Ben 
Weber, including Crosby’s sacrifi ce fl y 
and RBI singles by Kielty and Miller.
A’s rookie Crosby homers, drives in three runs in Oakland victory
Stealth fall to Calgary, 
eliminated from playoffs
By Diego Abeloos
Daily Staff Writer
The San Jose Stealth came up one 
goal short, losing 15-14 to the Calgary 
Roughnecks in the National Lacrosse 
League Champion’s Cup Western 
Conference Quarterfi nals at the HP 
Pavilion on Sunday.
“It’s a tough loss,” San Jose head 
coach Johnny Mouradian said. “Our 
guys played their hearts out.”
Stealth forward Rusty Kruger 
fi nished the night with six goals, fi ve of 
them coming in the fi rst half. Kruger’s 
feat tied Dan Teat’s team record of six 
goals on Feb. 20 against the Rough-
necks (10-6 regular season).
“It’s defi nitely disappointing, you 
know, being so close,” Kruger said. “We 
came up a little bit short, and the other 
guys battled back. The defense played 
well, and the offense came up big in the 
second half.”
Down 14-8 going into the fourth 
quarter, San Jose’s offense woke up 
after a scoreless third period to score 
fi ve goals in just under 12 minutes, 
while shutting out Calgary during the 
run. San Jose (11-5 regular season) got 
two goals from Josh Sanderson and 
single goals from Kruger, Teat and Gary 
Rosyski during the run.
With Calgary holding a 14-13 lead 
in the closing minute of play, San Jose 
pulled goalie Rob Blasdell to add an 
extra player on offense. With seconds 
to spare, Stealth forward Mike Regan’s 
shot was defl ected by goalie Curtis 
Palidwor, scooped up by Roughneck 
defender Andrew McBride and shot 
into an undefended goal on the other 
end of the fi eld to give Calgary a 15-13 
cushion with 7.7 seconds left in the 
game.
Rosyski added one last goal with just 
0.2 seconds left on the ensuing posses-
sion, making the fi nal score 15-14.
“We had an opportunity to tie it, we 
drew out the play, and we had the shot,” 
Mouradian said. “Palidwor played a 
great game, and he made that big save 
at the end that won the game.”
In the third quarter, Calgary 
extended a 9-8 lead to 14-8 on two 
goals from Ted Dowling and single 
goals by Tracey Keluski, Taylor Wray 
and Kaleb Toth.
“We made a lot of mental errors,” 
Mouradian said of the third-quarter 
scoring drought. “(Calgary) got some 
loose balls in front of the net and scored 
a couple (of goals) where we need to box 
out. That hurts. They got a couple of 
shots where we should’ve closed the gap 
and taken away their shooting space.”
The contest started out in low-scor-
ing fashion as Calgary took an early lead 
over the Stealth in the fi rst quarter.
With the scored tied at one, Calgary 
got a shorthanded goal from Wray with 
8:06 left in the fi rst to take a 2-1 lead.
Calgary extended its lead to 3-1 
with 4:52 left on a power play goal from 
Dowling, with assists coming from Toth 
and Tyson Leies.
San Jose came back with a goal by 
Kruger with 6.5 seconds left to cut 
Calgary’s lead to 3-2.
The second quarter saw more offense 
from both clubs, as the Roughnecks 
went up 4-2 early on a goal from Toth 
with 12:52 left.
San Jose stormed back with two 
goals by Kruger to tie the game at four, 
the fi rst coming with 10:26 left, with 
assists from Kelly Hall and Sanderson. 
Kruger’s second goal came with 7:55 to 
go in the second quarter.
Thirty-three seconds later, San Jose 
briefl y took the lead with another goal 
from Kruger, his fourth of the night, 
with assists from Teat and Brian Beisel.
The Roughnecks answered the 
scoring charge with a 4-0 scoring run 
to take an 8-5 lead, as Calgary received 
two goals from Keluski as well as goals 
from Grant Hamilton and Lewis 
Ratcliff.
The Calgary scoring run prompted 
Mouradian to pull Blasdell in favor of 
Brandon Miller. Blasdell re-entered 
the game toward the end of the third 
quarter.
Later in the second quarter, with 
Calgary holding a 9-6 lead, San Jose 
received two goals to make it 9-8, as 
Rosyski scored with 38.7 seconds left 
and Kruger added his fi fth goal of the 
night with 3.9 seconds left to close out 
the fi rst half.
“It’s tough,” Rosyski said. “We’ve 
been playing with this group of guys for 
so long, and we’re so close. We’ve just 
got to learn to pull it out at the end.”
Before the opening-round playoff 
loss, San Jose had a 2-1 regular season 
record against Calgary, with a 1-1 
record at home. 
Calgary will hit the road and face 
the Colorado Mammoth next Saturday 
in the Western Conference fi nal.
• •
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San José State University
Spring 2004 Special Election
Fee Referendum
San José State University's current and future challenges are requiring many
departments to make difficult choices such as reducing hours, discontinuing
services, or asking you the students for fee adjustments. The San José State University
Associated Students is hereby proposing the following referendum that will enable
student services in the A.S. Child Development Center (a proposed $6 fee increase)
and the A.S. Campus Recreation Programs (a proposed $6 fee increase) to be
maintained and/or enhanced in future years. These important campus fees have not
been adjusted since their inception, and the service demands they support have
more than doubled. This $12 fee increase represents approximately 1% of your total
University Mandatory Fees.
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
S A N J O S E S T A T E U N I V E R S I T Y
www.as.sjsu.edu
Get out and vote
May 11 & 12
Voting Locations
Sweeney Hall . . . . .
Clark Library . . . . .
Student Union . . . .
(Art Quad)
9th Street . . . . . . . .
(in front of Career Center)
9:00 am - 8:00 pm
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
9:00 am - 8:00 pm
9:00 am - 2:30 pm
Please submit Pro/Con statements for Voter
Information Guide by April 22nd. Call 408.924.6240 for
statement guidelines and submission format.
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By Diego Abeloos
Daily Staff Writer
FRESNO — The San Jose State Uni-
versity softball team came up short in both 
games of a doubleheader against Western 
Athletic Conference opponent Fresno State 
University, losing 1-0 and 6-5 against the 
12th-ranked team in the nation on Saturday.
“We don’t have, right now, the ability to 
sustain or to start from the beginning and 
keep it there,” SJSU head coach Dee Dee 
Enabenter said of her team’s effort against 
the Bulldogs. “Either we’re not there in the 
fi rst game and blow up in the second (game), 
or we play well in the fi rst (game) and don’t 
do anything in the second. Hopefully, we’re 
getting there; we just need to learn that even 
though you’re facing two games, that you 
have to take it one step at a time.”
Game one featured a pitching duel pitting 
SJSU starting pitcher Carol Forbes (6-13) 
against the NCAA earned-run-average 
leader, Jamie Southern (28-5, 0.32 ERA), 
who threw six-and-one-third innings of 
no-hit softball before Spartan left fi elder 
Elisa Barrios broke up the bid with a single 
in the seventh.
“It always is (disappointing),” Southern 
said of losing her bid for a no-hitter. “But we 
got the win.”
Game two saw 
both Forbes and 
Southern start the 
game in the pitching 
circle again, as SJSU 
(10-28, 4-6 WAC) 
started to fi gure out 
the Bulldog ace, 
scoring three runs in 
the fi rst two innings. 
However, Fresno 
State (40-13, 13-1 
WAC) bounced back 
with four runs in the 
third and got a two-run home run from third 
baseman Veronica Green in the fi fth to take 
the lead for good.
“I think we were disappointed with our 
effort in the fi rst game,” Enabenter said. 
“(Southern) certainly deserves respect, 
because she is one of the top pitchers. But 
I think we went into the game thinking 
way too much of her, and that clouded our 
(actions) in the batter’s box.”
Fresno shortstop Christina Clark, who 
was named the WAC Player of the Week 
on April 12 for setting a WAC single-season 
record with 18 home runs, went 1-for-6 in 
the doubleheader with a double and a walk.
“I thought they were two really good 
games,” Fresno State head coach Margie 
Wright said. “I think anytime you have one-
run ballgames, those are pretty well-played 
games.”
Fresno State 1, SJSU 0 (Game 1)
Game one saw the Spartans get only one 
base runner through the fi rst six-and-one-
third innings off Southern, as Barrios reached 
base in the fi rst inning after getting hit by 
a pitch with two outs. Southern recorded 
at least one strikeout in six of her seven in-
nings pitched, fi nishing the game with 10 
strikeouts.
“It was kind of an up-and-down ride,” 
Southern said. “I think I did good in the fi rst 
game, and I think that in the second game 
my team had my back, and that’s all that 
matters.”
Fresno State got its only run of the game 
in the second inning, as Bulldog center fi elder 
Mitzi Ing led off with a single to left fi eld. 
With one out, Green hit a hard grounder 
through the infi eld and between center fi elder 
Courtney Lewis and right fi elder Jana Arde 
for a double, scoring Ing from fi rst.
The Bulldogs had one more chance to 
add a run, as catcher Nicole Willis led off the 
sixth inning with a long double to center fi eld. 
Fresno State failed to drive her in, as Forbes 
retired the next three batters on an infi eld 
pop-up and two ground outs.
For the game, Forbes went six innings, 
allowing six hits and one earned run while 
striking out fi ve.
“She was throwing really well today, really 
well,” SJSU pitcher Kelli McCollister said 
of Forbes. “Everything was moving, and 
her (drop ball) was really great. She’s been 
working extra hard on her drop in practice, 
and it shows.”
With one out in the top of the seventh, 
Barrios broke up Southern’s no-hit bid with 
a bloop single to left fi eld. First baseman 
Lindsey Allen followed with a sharp single 
to center fi eld, putting runners on fi rst and 
second, giving the Spartans their only scoring 
threat of the game.
But Southern managed to strike out 
shortstop Carlie Hill and get designated 
player Jessica Guillen to hit a one-hopper 
back to the pitcher’s circle to retire the side.
“It’s great to give (Fresno) the feeling 
that we do belong on the fi eld with them,” 
McCollister said.
Fresno State 6, SJSU 5 (Game 2)
Game two featured the same two starting 
pitchers, but with vastly different results.
Forbes went four innings in her second 
start, allowing eight hits and four earned 
runs.
Southern struggled in the early going 
as well, allowing two runs in the fi rst and 
single runs in the second, fourth and seventh 
innings. 
“We had no plans to come back (in game 
two) with her, but she was doing so well, I 
decided to do that,” Wright said of Southern. 
“I just think she got tired a little later in the 
(second) game.”
Overall, Southern went seven innings, 
allowing nine hits and fi ve runs (four earned) 
while striking out two. The four earned runs 
doubled Southern’s previous high of two 
earned runs allowed in a game this season.
“When these girls decide that they want 
to play, they can play,” Enabenter said of her 
team. “I think it started, we saw signs of it 
down in Long Beach. That’s the fi rst real 
doubleheader that we took and played that 
we hit, really hit.”
With the game tied at four, McCollister, a 
Fresno native, came on in relief of Forbes and 
gave up a single with one out to fi rst baseman 
Shasta Lewis. Green followed and launched 
a fastball from McCollister over the left-fi eld 
fence for a two-run home run, giving Fresno 
a 6-4 lead.
“(I) defi nitely can pitch better,” said 
McCollister of her outing. “I threw (Green) 
a fastball, and she took it for a home run, just 
like she should, you know? Anybody should 
be able to hit a fastball at this level.”
Wright added, “That was really clutch that 
(Green) comes through with that.”
The Spartans came back in the seventh 
and threatened to tie the game, as Arde and 
Barrios reached base with no outs on a hit 
batter and an infi eld single. After a sacrifi ce 
bunt by Allen put both runners in scoring 
position, Hill hit a fl y ball to deep center fi eld 
for a sacrifi ce fl y, scoring Arde.
With two outs and Barrios still on second 
base, Guillen hit a hard line drive directly at 
second baseman Leticia Pacheco, who caught 
it for the fi nal out.
The Spartans began the contest by getting 
two runs off Southern in the fi rst. 
After Arde and Barrios hit back-to-back 
singles, Hill drove in Arde with a base hit to 
left fi eld with two outs. Guillen followed with 
another single to left fi eld, scoring Barrios for 
a 2-0 lead.
The Spartans added one run in the third 
as catcher A.J. Hull started the inning with 
a single to center fi eld. With Erin Horiuchi 
in to pinch run for Hull, second baseman 
Danielle Eakins dropped down a sacrifi ce 
bunt, advancing Horiuchi to second. Lewis 
followed with a sharp single over the head of 
Pacheco, scoring Horiuchi.
The Bulldogs came back to take the lead 
with a four-run third inning, as Southern hit a 
double to center fi eld with one out to get the 
offense going. Willis followed with a two-run 
home run to left fi eld off Forbes, cutting the 
lead to 3-2.
Forbes proceeded to give up two singles 
after the home run, placing runners on the 
corners. 
Green stepped up with two outs in the in-
ning and promptly hit a ground ball at Forbes, 
which defl ected to third base for an infi eld 
hit, scoring pinch runner Daisy Gaynor from 
third to tie the game.
Pacheco gave the Bulldogs a 4-3 lead 
following the Green single with a line drive to 
left-center fi eld, scoring Ing. 
Pacheco tried to stretch the hit from a 
double into a triple but was gunned down at 
third on a relay throw from Hill before a fi fth 
run (Green) could cross the plate.
The Spartans came back and scored a 
fourth run to tie the game briefl y in the fourth 
inning, when an error by Green on a Barrios 
grounder scored Eakins from third.
“Just like coach (Enabenter) said, ‘For 
every hit they got, we answered back every 
time,’ ” McCollister said. “It is a little late in 
the season to be hitting like this, but it’s well 
worth it. If we keep going through the WAC, 
there’s no telling how it’s going to end up.”
The Spartans will continue their road tour 
of WAC opponents when they go down south 
to face the University of Texas-El Paso for a 2 
p.m. doubleheader on April 24.
WINDUP
SPARTAN SOFTBALL
THE
NOTEBOOK
SJSU loses two nail-biters to No. 12 Fresno State
Daniel A. Miranda / Daily Staff
Fresno State University outfi elder Mitzi Ing scores the only run of game one in the 
bottom of the second inning at Bulldog Diamond in Fresno on Saturday.  The Spartans 
were swept in the doubleheader 1-0 and 6-5.  SJSU’s next game is Saturday at the 
University of Texas-El Paso.
FORBES
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Fact:
science major at SJSU, said she initially became interested 
in the program because she didn’t know much about Jews 
living in Latin America.
Aquina, a Mexican-American, said most Latinos 
are predominantly Catholic and not aware of the fact 
that there is a signifi cant number of Jews living in Latin 
America. According to Papo, Argentina especially has a 
large Jewish population.
Aquina said that during her stay, she discovered there 
are many parallels between the Jewish and Latino com-
munities, such as a common history of immigration and 
oppression.
Aaron Duran, an undeclared major at SJSU and one 
of the Latinos in the group, said he came to a similar 
realization.
“I defi nitely feel like I have an understanding of our 
parallel struggles,” he said.
Apart from facing similar obstacles in their histories, 
both cultural groups share a strong sense of family and 
tradition, Duran said.
Frishman, a Jewish SJSU student, said she developed 
a liking for the Argentinean people and culture during 
her stay.
“(I like) how people live their lives,” she said. “They’re 
not as fast-paced. They really take it slow.”
Frishman said one of her favorite memories is a pair of 
tango dancers performing in the street.
Her stay with the Jewish-Argentinean host family 
turned out to be a very positive experience for her as well, 
Frishman said.
“I had the most amazing host-sister,” she said. “I’ve 
gained a whole new friend out of this.”
As much as the trip to Argentina was a cultural learn-
ing experience, students also had the opportunity to fi nd 
out more about each other’s faiths.
During their stay, they had the opportunity to 
meet with a rabbi and a priest and to observe services 
together.
“It was my fi rst time going to a synagogue,” Aquina, a 
Christian, said.
Because the service was partly in Spanish, she said she 
was able to follow along pretty well. 
While there are several differences, Aquina said it was 
a positive experience to see there are so many similarities 
between Judaism and her own faith.
Frishman found the experience equally enlightening, 
albeit from a different angle.
Even though the Jewish service was in Spanish — a 
language she has some basic knowledge of — the chants 
were sung in Hebrew, which gave her a great sense of 
familiarity, she said. 
She said it made her realize how unifi ed the Jewish 
community is across the world. 
“It makes you feel right at home, no matter (where you 
are),” Frishman said.
According to Papo, the trip to Argentina was inspired 
by the visit of 15 Hillel Argentina students who came to 
San Jose in 2003 to meet with local business and com-
munity leaders, as well as with students.
According to program information, Puente began 
with educational outreach across South Bay colleges 
last fall, informing about political, economic, religious, 
cultural and historical issues in Latin America.
Once 20 core student leaders (10 Jewish and 10 
Latino) had been selected for the program — two of 
them weren’t able to make the trip to Argentina — they 
went through a leadership development seminar.
The next step in the program involves community 
service in Santa Clara County.
According to Papo, the students are now implementing 
the skills they have learned during their trip to Argentina, 
while working on fi ve local community projects.
She said the projects include organizing an informa-
tional panel on immigration at Foothill College, working 
with Silicon Valley’s National Conference for Com-
munity and Justice in promoting tolerance and cultural 
diversity among middle-school children, and working 
on a housing project in cooperation with Habitat for 
Humanity.
With the current fellows graduating from Puente this 
summer, there are already plans for next year’s program, 
including a social action trip to another Latin American 
country, Papo said.
The application process will begin in fall, and ap-
plications along with more detailed information will be 
available on the program’s Web site.
It would have been “damaging 
to the Spartan Party (candidates),” 
many of whom now support the fee 
increase, Jackson said.
Kelly Sherman, A.S. director of 
faculty affairs, said, however, “It’s just 
a matter of timing. It was a matter of 
not getting it all together in time for 
the general election.”
Election board confl ict of 
interest?
Since the mid-1980s, Student 
Life and Leadership has overseen 
A.S. elections, according to Alfonso 
De Alba, A.S. executive director, a 
paid non-student staff person who 
advises Associated Students and is 
directed by the student-elected board 
to handle services such as the Child 
Development Center.
But recently, SJSU Vice President 
for Student Affairs Monica Rascoe 
said she has decided this service 
is too much for Student Life and 
Leadership’s budget and has left the 
responsibility to Associated Students.
“I think Monica is making this 
decision rashly,” said Huy Tran, A.S. 
director of governing affairs.
Tran said he was concerned about 
possible confl icts of interest that 
could arise now and in the future if 
Associated Students is responsible for 
its own elections.
Sherman did not dispute Tran’s 
concern.
“I agree it is a confl ict of interest,” 
he said, adding, “Frankly, we have no 
other choice. They (Student Life and 
Leadership) don’t want to help us.”
At Wednesday’s regular meeting, 
Tran proposed the election be 
postponed to next semester, but the 
proposal was voted down.
Tran said there was no reason to 
rush the election. He called the plan 
a “ragtag effort to slide a fee increase 
by students.”
To hold the election before 
the end of the year, a new student 
election committee and chair was 
selected by the A.S. board from a 
pool of applicants at Wednesday’s 
meeting. The committee will have to 
be trained by an adviser who has yet to 
be determined, Rascoe said.
A.S. controller and president-elect 
Rachel Greathouse said the election 
committee that handled the general 
election was “burnt out.”
Rascoe said, to make the new 
election board adviser selection 
process impartial, a new adviser will 
be selected from a pool of applicants 
by herself and Gregory Wolcott, 
associate director of Student Life and 
Leadership. Previous election boards 
have been advised by Nam Nguyen, 
leadership development coordinator 
for Student Life and Leadership.
Associated Students will be paying 
the new adviser $2,000 to coordinate 
the May 11 and 12 fee referendum, 
Rascoe said. Word will be spread 
about the open position today.
These decisions were made at a 
Thursday meeting between Wolcott, 
Rascoe, Greathouse, De Alba, A.S. 
President Arash Shokouh and Direc-
tor of Student Life and Leadership 
Meredith Moran, Rascoe said.
Rascoe said there was no plan for 
how advisers would be selected in the 
future, which concerned Tran, who 
said confl icts of interest could become 
a problem.
Tran said if De Alba were to either 
select or become the adviser of an A.S. 
election board, it would be a defi nite 
confl ict of interest.
“With all due respect to Mr. De 
Alba,” Tran said, “he is in a position to 
administer funds. It is not appropriate 
for the person who manages funds 
to be in charge of the elections to 
determine whether or not he gets that 
money.”
De Alba said that those who are 
concerned about Associated Students 
handling its own elections should 
“check what happens on most CSU 
campuses. They are normally done by 
the A.S.,” he said. “It doesn’t matter 
who becomes the adviser as long as 
they follow the rules.”
SJSU senior Erika Jackson said she 
remained skeptical about the election.
“We won’t know until we fi nd out 
who the adviser is if we can trust it 
(the election),” she said. “Our A.S. 
is doing something that doesn’t feel 
right.”
Rascoe said there would be 
another meeting during the next few 
months to determine how the adviser 
would be selected for future elections. 
The process could be decided during 
the summer, when students aren’t on 
campus to hear the news.
When De Alba was asked who 
would put the adviser in check if 
the rules weren’t followed, he said 
“the students put everybody in check 
— this is a student organization.”
The audience of more than 1,000 people was excited 
and energetic, as crowds of college students cheered for their 
schools before the start of the show.
The SJSU crowd wasn’t as large as the Berkeley crowd and 
defi nitely wasn’t as loud.
The atmosphere resembled a college football game, with 
the Cal marching band playing and the Cal cheerleaders, along 
with “Oskie” the mascot, on hand to pump up the audience.
Schulz was the fi rst to solve a puzzle, winning $1,000 as the 
game started, and although she didn’t win big, she said it was 
a great experience.
“It was so much fun, and it goes fast,” Schulz said. “It’s a 
new, exciting experience I can carry for the rest of my life and 
tell my grandkids.”
Yurek, who was scheduled to play in the third show being 
taped Sunday, said she was anxious and excited.
“I never thought I would make it this far,” Yurek said.
Results of her performance were unavailable at press time.
She said that even though she had been thinking about 
what prizes she would like to win, she really just wanted to 
have fun and enjoy being on the show.
“I really don’t want to get my hopes up. I’m just looking for 
the experience,” Yurek said.
Pat Sajak, the host of “Wheel of Fortune” for more than 20 
years, said college week audiences are always different than any 
other audience.
“There is a greater enthusiasm in the air,” Sajak said.
Harry Friedman, the show’s executive producer, said they 
have been doing college week shows for 12 years now, but it has 
been eight years since the show traveled to San Francisco.
“You’ve got things that are so unique to San Francisco that 
you can’t fi nd anywhere else,” Friedman said.
He said the universities in the Bay Area are something that 
sets the region apart from other locations.
“It really plays a big part in the success of the show,” Fried-
man said. “We get great contestants from this area, because of 
how well-educated the population is in this area.”
Vanna White, who has been turning letters on “Wheel of 
Fortune” since 1982, said the college shows are always full of 
energy.
“My goodness, it’s amazing, it’s great. It keeps us going for 
the whole day,” White said.
She said the best part of her job is getting paid to make 
people happy and rich.
Friedman said the Wheelmobile started touring the United 
States about eight years ago and was in the Bay Area to get 
local contestants for the San Francisco shows.
Yurek said she was on her way to math class the day she 
passed by the lawn next to the University House and saw the 
Wheelmobile, with the faces of Sajak and White posted on 
the side of it.
“It was a total ‘what if ’ just seeing that big yellow bus,” 
Yurek said.
She said she signed up that day around 11 a.m. and it 
wasn’t until about 3 p.m. when her name was called to go up 
on stage.
Schulz, who waited a couple of hours until her name was 
called, said she received an e-mail about two weeks later invit-
ing her to a second round of auditions in San Francisco during 
the fi rst week of April.
“I was totally excited. I really wanted to go,” Schulz said.
During the second round of auditions, Schulz and Yurek 
went up against many other potential contestants and had to 
show not only their personalities but also their puzzle-solving 
skills.
“During the fi nal round, I tried to be one of the most 
enthusiastic persons,” Yurek said.
Schulz said, “I just tried to be outgoing, excited, cheered a 
lot and smiled a lot. I just tried to be myself. It was a lot more 
fun. I liked the competition.”
Soon after the fi nal auditions, both Yurek and Schulz were 
notifi ed that they had been selected as contestants for college 
week.
“When I got the call, I was, like, screaming,” Yurek said.
She said in preparation for the show, she bought the 
“Wheel of Fortune” Playstation 2 game and practiced about 
two hours a night.
Schulz took a similar approach to preparing.
“Well, I watch the show, and my boyfriend happens to have 
the computer version of the game, and I’ve been playing that 
every day,” Schulz said.
Friedman, the executive producer of the show, said about 
a year of planning and $2.5 million goes into producing these 
on-the-road shows.
He also said they will give out about $750,000 in total 
prizes.
“We especially love it when college students win cash, 
because we know they need it,” Friedman said.
WHEEL |
Jackie Sue Yurek gives the “Wheel of Fortune” a 
practice spin before her appearance on the show. 
Five shows were taped Sunday afternoon in San 
Francisco, with SJSU students making appearances 
in three of them.
Angela Goodman / Special to the Daily
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HONORS  |  Ceremony provides proud moments for families, friends, faculty
Hundreds of San Jose State Univer-
sity students were honored during 
Friday’s Honors Convocation in 
the Event Center. Undergraduate 
students who have earned a 3.65 
GPA or higher over two continuous 
semesters received Dean’s Scholars 
honors.  Students with 4.0 GPAs 
made the President’s Scholars list.
Carien Veldpape / Daily Staff
CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products 
or services advertised below 
nor is there any guarantee 
implied. The classified col-
umns of the Spartan Daily 
consist of paid advertis-
ing and offerings are not 
approved or verified by the 
newspaper
EMPLOYMENT
SUPERIOR COURT: Admin. 
Aide-Downtown SJ. Tue/Thur: 
8a-1p; Wed: 8a-2p. (Req) 
Resume & cover letter by 4/23. 
nraby@sct.co.santa-clara.ca.us
FAX 408-491-4799 
WIRELESS SALES REPS!!
Openings in various locations 
across the Bay Area. Sharp, 
ambitious, self motivated. 
Opportunity to advance & make 
money. Experience not needed. 
Winning Attitude required. The 
Mobile Solution. To apply, call 
Jason@209-499-8590 or email
   jchan@tmsmail.net
MAKE SERIOUS $$$ NOW!!!
Local office of Fortune 500 
Security Co. seeking Energetic, 
Goal Oriented Promotions & 
Sales Reps. Training provided
for qualified individuals. Mike 
Student Hotline 888-299-1929
RECREATION THERAPIST/
CHILD LIFE SPECIALISTS:
In our benefited positions(FT 
evenings, 3-11:30pm, M-F or PT
10am-6:30pm), you will ori-
ent patients & families, both 
at bedside & in hospital-wide 
groups, to Child & Family Life 
Services & developmentally 
appropriate play. Qualifications 
include:
•CLC, Rec.& Park Certification,
or National Council for Therapeutic 
Rec. certification. req. 
•Current CPR & Comm’l. CDL
w/passenger endorsement or 
eligibility.
• 1 yr. exp. direct interaction w. 
children in a health, education,
or treatment setting preferred.
•Exp in an Emrgncy Dept. preferred
•A BA in Child Life, Rec. Therapy or
directly related field in Behavioral 
Health or Human Devel. preferred.
•Spanish speaking preferred.
LUCILE PACKARD CHILDREN’S 
HOSPITAL offers the technol-
ogy, training & experience of a 
world-renowned medical institu-
tion while fostering an environ-
ment dedicated to teaching, 
learning & growing. We offer 
excellent salaries. Please apply 
online to Req#1498 (for FT 
position) or Req#1557 ( for PT 
position) at www.lpch.org or 
fax resume to (650) 618-2745. 
EOE
TEACHER KidsPark hourly 
childcare centers. Flex hrs: day, 
eve, wkends. ECE units req. Fun 
recreation program. Team envi-
ronment. Centers by Oakridge 
& Valley Fair. Benefits avail. 
Call 213-0970, Fax 260-7366, 
email leslie@kidspark.com
THERAPISTS/TUTORS FT/PT
Work w/children w/special 
needs. Flex hrs. $10-$17/hr 
based on exp. Exp. preferred 
but not required. Fax res. Attn: 
Kathy 408-254-1802
BIKE MESSENGER Downtown
San Jose. PT. Flexible. Great 
for students! 408-965-2300
DO YOU LIKE MUSIC?
 Are you an energetic & friendly 
person? Want a flexible, part-
time job? Email contact info to
bizproject2004@yahoo.com 
 NEED A NANNY.   
2 Kids, 2 days/week. $10/hr. 
References a must.
Jackie 408-371-1311 
TEACHERS, SUBS & 
RECREATION LEADERS
Enjoy working with kids? 
Join the team at Small World 
Schools, get great experience 
WORKING WITH CHILDREN 
AGES 5-12 years in our before 
and after school rec. programs.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
offers competitive pay, health 
benefits for 30+ hrs, excel-
lent training & a fun work 
environment.We can often offer 
flex. hrs. around your school 
schedule. This is a great job 
for both men and women. Call 
408-283-9200 ext. 10 or fax 
resume to 408-283-9201.
FUN JOB!       CALL NOW!
Parttime work with flexible hours 
(5-30 hours per week) 
Customer sales/service positions
•HIGH STARTING PAY 
•Internships possible
•All majors may apply
•Scholarships awarded annually
•Some conditions apply
•No experience necessary
•Training provided
Guarantee your summer job now! 
CALL 615-1500 10am- 4 pm 
*www.workforstudents.com/sjsu
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive 
shop & kennel. P/T, Tues-Sat. 
Must be reliable, honest, able 
to do physical work. Prefer exp 
working w/ dogs, but will train. 
Great oppty for dog lover. Can 
Fax resume to 408-377-0109 
or Call 371-9115
RECREATION JOBS AT THE 
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA 
REC DEPT. Positions Open 
Now For Leaders. Afterschool 
Elem. Sch. Age Child Care 
Recreation/ Enrichment 
Programs. P/T, M-F 2-6pm & T-
TH 2-6pm Positions available. 
Pay Range: $7.83-$11.32 hour, 
starting depending on exp. No 
ECE units req. Call Kathy 408-
867-6348 
VALET PARKING Now hiring 
for Part-time positions in the 
San Jose & Los Gatos area. We 
provide valet service for hotels 
and special events. Flexible 
schedules, mostly evenings and 
weekends. Must be neat, well 
groomed, & be able to provide 
excellent customer service. 
Applicants must be able to drive 
a 5-speed transmission and have 
a valid CDL with a good DMV 
record. Starting pay is $7.00/hr 
plus tips. Please call 925-934-
7275 Signature Parking Services
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
 Perfect for Students!
  Earn $250 every weekend!
Must have reliable truck or     
van. Heavy lifting is required.      
408-292-7876
LIFEGUARDS- Instructional 
Lifeguards- Aquatic Specialists. 
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks 
part or full time in San Jose.
Mon–Sat $10.30–13.50/hr.
Call Elise 408-295-0228. 
Resume : jobs@esba.org or 
Fax 408-275-9858 or mail 
730 Empey Way San Jose 95128
DR’S OFFICE: MWF 20-24 HRS.
Receptionist. Reliable. Friendly. 
Computer Skills. Bilingual-Eng. 
& Spanish. $13/hr + Bonus. 
Call (408) 923-0309
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIST.
Vocational Counseling Firm 
has an immediate opening.
Spanish/English a must. Duties 
include customer service, filing
& phones. Must have excellent 
computer skills. Fax resume to
408-979-7895 or call 408-464-9333
  NANNY/HOUSEKEEPER
1 toddler. 2 afternoons/week +
weekends. Adi 408-292-7236
FLEX. WORK: Promotions
Pass out fliers. PT. $400+/wk. 
Details call 877-501-3356
LIVE-IN CAREGIVER:  Hope 
Services needs live-in caregiv-
ers for persons with devel-
opmental disabilities in San 
Jose. Qualified applicants will 
have a CDL, auto insurance, 
a clean DMV record, and a 
car. Professional or personal 
experience working with some-
one with a disability is a plus. 
Interest and a caring attitude 
are essential. Caregivers earn 
hrly wage to be available to 
support the client’s needs 9pm 
-9am, 5 nights/wk, & pay small 
fee for rent. To apply call Carly 
@ 408-282-0433  or email 
cwells @ hopeservices.org. All 
majors welcome! EOE/AA Visit 
www.hopeservice.org to learn 
more about HOPE
OPPORTUNITY to work w/teens
w/developmental disabilities in 
San Jose. PT–must have com-
pleted 6 ECE units. $9.78/hr, 
Mon-Tue-Thur, 2–5:30pm. Call 
Yusdivia 408-295-0228. Send 
res. to jobs@esba.org or fax 
408-275-9858 or mail 180 Grand 
Ave Ste 300 Oakland 94612. EOE 
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search 
of enthusiastic and energetic 
individuals to work at nearby 
malls and private events. FT/PT
available. We will work around 
your busy school schedule. 
Must have clean DMV. Lots of 
fun & earn good money. Call 
408-867-7275.
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Healthy females ages 18–31
Donate to infertile couples
some of the many eggs your 
body disposes monthly. 
COMPENSATION $5,000
Call Reproductive Solutions now 
818-832-1494
SERVICES
FREE MOTOROLA V300!!!
Color Flip Phone Free!!! 1 yr. 
activation required w/T-Mobile
$39.99/mo. Contact James 
925-997-6781 or email 
FREEV300@yahoo.com
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your term paper or thesis.
Experienced, efficient, reli-
ably exacting. I will meet your 
deadline.
CALL Grace 831-252-1108 or 
evagrace@aol.com
EDITING BY PROFESSIONAL
Writer/Editor. Term papers, 
theses, reports. 12 yrs. busi-
ness & technical experience. 
Accurate & efficient. I also do 
newsletters & resumes. Ellen:
408-972-0319
NEED A VIDEO FOR A SPECIAL
Occasion, digital photography ser-
vices or graphic design? Infinite 
Visions has great deals on 
weddings, quinceaneras, grad-
uations, or any special event 
video need. Picture portfolios 
are also available at a low cost. 
Put a slide show of your pic-
tures on DVD with your favorite 
song playing at the same time. 
For more info. call: 408-885-
0757 or 408-561-2710
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per year
Save 30%–60%. For info call:
  1-800-655-3225 or
www.studentdental.com or
www.goldenwestdental.com
SHARED HOUSING
*******************************
SJSU INTERNATIONAL 
HOUSE
For American and International 
Students. 
Fun and Friendly Environment 
5 minute walk to campus 
Wireless Internet 
Well-equipped kitchen 
Computer and Study rooms 
2 pianos and game rooms 
Laundry facilities 
Parking
 Call 924-6570 or stop by for 
a tour. Check our website 
www.sjsu.edu/depts/ihouse
 360 S. 11th Street (between 
San Carlos & San Salvador)
*********************************
RENTAL HOUSING
COZY 1 BDRM, 1 BATH
No pets allowed. 630 N. 16th 
St. Call 408-963-8013
CAPITOL/SNELL CONDO
2 bd & 2 ba. W/D. Near shops 
& frways. Quiet, upstairs, & 
spacious. Swim Pool. $1200/
mo + last + dep. 408-569-8887
LIVE 1 BLK FROM CAMPUS
Large 2 b/1.5 ba on 9th. $1095
Quiet/New Remodel. 309-9554
DECORATOR APT, UNIQUE 
Spanish Revival charm. We 
are looking for a long term, 
financially responsible person 
who is clean, quiet & sober. 1 
bedroom with den, hardwood 
floors. This S.F. style flat has a 
yard plus 1 off-street parking. 
Individual private front & rear 
entrances. $900+/-. 551–553 
So. 6th St. Look, then call 408-
286-0596
FREE 2 WEEKS RENT!  2 blks 
to SJSU. Spotless. 2 BD New 
Carpets. Laundry. Parking. 
$1000/mo. 408-559-1356 
1 BD COTTAGE-Hamilton &
San Tomas Exp. Separate 
bdrm from livingrm. Full 
kitchen. Mini garage. $700/
mo+$400 dep./1 person. $500 
dep. 2 people. Avail. now. Call 
Tanya  (408) 379-8650
2 BDRM Apartment-$1100/mo.
*     Move-in Bonus
*     Security type Building
*     Secure Prking, Laundry
*     Close to Campus
*     Modern Building
*     Recent Remodel
Village Apartments 
576 S. Fifth St. (408) 295-6893
*GREAT FOR ROOMMATES!!*
Large 3 bd-$1199/mo. Large 2 
bd-$999/mo. Large 1 bd-$749/
mo. Will work with you on 
deposit. 2 blocks from SJSU. 
Water/Trash paid. Parking avail-
able. Washer/ Dryer on site. 
Cats OK. Well managed stu-
dent bldg. 408-378-1409.
************************************
TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM??
Come see our huge 
2 bedroom, 2 full bath,
 over 1000 sq. foot apartment. 
Walking distance to SJSU. 
Newly Remodeled.
Laundry facilities
Parking.
Security Gate.
Easy access to
 Bay Area Freeways
 Substantially larger than others! 
$1195/mo.   408-947-0803
**************************************
TRAVEL
HAWAII only $129 one way. 
Mexico/Caribbean $125 each 
way all taxes included. Europe 
$239 one way. Other worldwide 
destinations cheap. Book
on-line: www.airtech.com or 
(212) 219-7000
OPPORTUNITIES
Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-125 & more per survey! 
www.paidonlinesurveys.com
MAKE MONEY taking OnLine 
Surveys. Earn $10-125 for 
Srvys. $25-250 for Focus Grps.
www.cash4students.com/sjsu
EVENTS
 CAMPUS EARTHDAY EVENT
Live Lg. Cat Show. 20 Vendors.
Wed. 4/21 10am-3pm AS HOUSE
*****************************************
DESIGNER HANDBAG & PURSE
WAREHOUSE BLOWOUT SALE.
401 E. Taylor, Suite 170, San Jose.
Fri. 4/23 & Sat. 4/24, 10-3pm. 
Come early for best selection.
VOLUNTEERS
HELP KIDS ON SUNDAYS
This Summer. 7th & Reed Sts.
www.SundayFriends.org
FIND. SELL. RENT.
SPARTAN DAILY ADS
PHN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Certain advertisements in 
these columns may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or addresses for 
additional information. 
Classified readers should be 
reminded that, when making 
these further contacts, they 
should require complete infor-
mation before sending money 
for goods or services.  In addi-
tion, readers should carefully 
investigate all firms offering 
employment listings or cou-
pons for discount vacations 
or merchandise.
year than last year, Simpson said.
One hundred and seventy-nine 
students were selected as President’s 
Scholars this year, each falling in the 
top 1 percent of SJSU’s undergraduate 
lineup, Goodman said.
Goodman opened the ceremony, 
and a procession of SJSU faculty 
members dressed in robes entered the 
Event Center with music by the SJSU 
Wind Ensemble, conducted by Edward 
Harris, director of school of music and 
dance. Then, “America the Beautiful” 
was performed by vocalist Joseph 
Frank, a professor in the school of 
music and dance.
Following speeches by each college 
dean, the Dean’s Scholars recipients 
from the respective colleges stood up, 
and a camera projected their image 
live on a huge screen. Recipients of the 
President’s Scholars awards walked up 
to the stage and presented their names 
and majors.
For the last speech of the Honors 
Convocation, Jan English-Lueck, a 
professor of anthropology and the 
SJSU Outstanding Professor for 2003-
04, delivered a speech called “Making 
Connections.”
“I’m proud,” said Jennifer Mitchell, 
a senior majoring in computer science 
and the fi rst President’s Scholars 
student to present her name and major 
in front of the audience.
Mitchell received Dean’s Scholars 
recognition in previous years. Taking a 
variety of courses in computer science, 
it was not easy for her to get even one 
A, she said, but she worked a lot harder 
to receive the President’s Scholars 
award this year.
Mandeep Singh, a senior majoring 
in computer engineering and a repeat-
ing recipient of the President’s Scholars 
award, said he is very happy for his 
friend Mitchell, because he knew she 
really wanted to be a President’s 
Scholar.
Donna 
Phan, a senior 
majoring in 
nursing and 
a President’s 
Scholars re-
cipient, said, 
“Last year, I 
was Dean’s 
Scholars, 
and when I 
came to the 
ceremony, 
I promised 
myself that 
next time 
around, I 
would be 
walking the 
stage.”
Getting 
a solid A in nursing classes was really 
hard for her, Phan said, but she met the 
challenge.
She said she made the President’s 
Scholars list with the support of her 
boyfriend, who stayed up with her every 
night to help her study, and her family, 
who put education as the top priority.
“Especially for my last semester, I 
wanted to be able to walk and make my 
family proud,” Phan said.
Therriene Nguyen, a junior major-
ing in nursing who also won President’s 
Scholars honors, said he fi rst thought 
the invitation letter was notifi cation of 
another increased fee from SJSU.
Nguyen, who didn’t expect the 
large-scale ceremony, said he is now 
proud of himself and the SJSU faculty 
members.
“I knew he 
(was) going to do 
really well,” said 
Nguyen’s younger 
sister Victoria, 
who said she has 
always looked up 
to her brother as 
her role model.
For Terra 
Briones, a senior 
majoring in social 
work, receiving 
Dean’s Scholars 
recognition was a 
birthday present.
Briones, who 
has been an 
SJSU student 
since 1992 and 
is mother of a 
4-year-old son, said she never thought 
she would graduate after she dropped 
out of school for a while.
“I’m really happy and shocked,” 
Briones said. “When I got my invita-
tion, I thought it was a parking ticket.”
Having one internship and two jobs, 
she didn’t think she was doing well in 
school.
Her family, extended family and 
friends were at the ceremony to 
celebrate her academic achievement. 
When she received the invitation letter, 
her family was happy and excited and 
even talked about renting a bus for the 
ceremony, she said.
“I am very very proud of her,” 
Briones’ grandmother said with teary 
eyes.
English-Lueck, a professor of 
anthropology and the outstanding 
professor of the year, said she talked to 
some of her students after the ceremony, 
and they cheered and congratulated 
each other.
“One of the things that I love 
about the Honors Convocation is 
(it’s) a chance to honor hard-working 
students,” English-Lueck said.
It is her pleasure to come to work 
at SJSU with such talented students, 
she said.
“This is their chance,” English-
Lueck said. “It’s the chance to be 
recognized, supported, the chance (for) 
their family to really understand what 
sacrifi ces they are making and why they 
are making them.”
“Especially for my last 
semester, I wanted 
to be able to walk 
and make my family 
proud.” 
- Donna Phan, 
President’s Scholar
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